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ABSTRACT
We introduce a k-fold boosted version of our Boostrapped Average Hierarchical
Clustering cleaning procedure for correlation and covariance matrices. We then ap-
ply this method to global minimum variance portfolios for various values of k and
compare their performance with other state-of-the-art methods. Generally, we find
that our method yields better Sharpe ratios after transaction costs than competing
filtering methods, despite requiring a larger turnover.
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1. Introduction
Portfolio optimization works best when the asset covariance matrix is optimally
cleaned. The necessity to filter covariance matrices was recognized a long time ago
in this context (Michaud 1989). Cleaning may be optimal in two respects: first, esti-
mation noise has to be filtered out when the number of data points t is comparable
to the number of assets n (the so-called curse of dimensionality). This is often the
case as the non-stationary nature of the dependence between asset price returns dic-
tates to take as small a t as possible (Bongiorno and Challet 2020b). Many filtering
methods have been proposed, either for covariance or correlation matrices themselves
(see Bun, Bouchaud, and Potters (2017) for a review) or for the portfolio optimization
methods objectives (Markowitz 1959; Black and Litterman 1990; Duffie and Pan 1997;
Hull and White 1998; Krokhmal, Palmquist, and Uryasev 2002; Roncalli 2013; Meucci,
Santangelo, and Deguest 2015). Secondly, a good filtering method should also be able
to retain the most stable structure of dependence matrices. As a consequence, what
filtering method is optimal may depend on asset classes and market conditions. For
these reasons, using a flexible yet robust method brings a more consistent performance.
A third ingredient to improve portfolio optimization is to account for stochastic
volatility itself, i.e., to use both asset-level volatility model and covariance matrix
cleaning, as in Engle, Ledoit, and Wolf (2019). Since this work is devoted to the
influence of covariance cleaning itself, we will not use this ingredient.
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Here we shall focus on covariance cleaning; we refer the reader to the extensive
review of Bun, Bouchaud, and Potters (2017). There are two main ways to clean
covariance matrices: either to filter the eigenvalues of the corresponding correlation
matrix and or to make assumptions on the structure of correlation matrices, i.e., to
use an ansatz.
Eigenvalue filtering rests on the spectral decomposition of the covariance or corre-
lation matrix into a sum of outer product of eigenvectors and eigenvalues. Remarkable
recent progresses lead to the proof that provided if n < t and if the system is stationary,
the Rotationally Invariant Estimator (RIE) (Bun et al. 2016) converges to the oracle
estimator (which knows the realized correlation matrix) at fixed ratio q = t/n and in
the large system limit n and t→∞. In practice, computing RIE is far from trivial for
finite n, i.e., for sparse eigenvalue densities; several numerical methods address this
problem, such as QuEST (Ledoit, Wolf et al. 2012), Inverse Wishart regularisation
(Bun, Bouchaud, and Potters 2017), or the cross-validated approach (CV hereafter)
(Bartz 2016). Note that these methods only modify the eigenvalues, and keep the
empirical eigenvectors intact.
The structure-based approach requires a well-chosen ansatz that needs to be suit-
able for the system under study. For example, linear shrinkage uses a target covariance
(or correlation) matrix, and also has an eigenvalue filtering interpretation (Potters,
Bouchaud, and Laloux 2005). Factor models belong to the structure-based approach.
A particular case is hierarchical factor models, which have been shown to yield re-
markably good Global Minimum Variance (GMV henceafter) portfolios (Tumminello,
Lillo, and Mantegna 2007a; Pantaleo et al. 2011; Tumminello, Lillo, and Mantegna
2007b).
A problem of the hierarchical ansatz is its sensitivity to the bootstrapping of the
original data, which does not yield many statistically validated clusters in correlation
matrices of equity returns (Bongiorno, Micciche`, and Mantegna 2019). Very recently,
we have leveraged this sensitivity to build a more flexible estimator, which consists
in averaging filtered hierarchical clustering correlation or covariance matrices of boot-
strapped data (BAHC) (Bongiorno and Challet 2020a). BAHC not only allows an
imperfect hierarchical structure, i.e., a moderate overlapping among clusters, but also
a probabilistic superposition of quite distinct hierarchical structures. When applied to
GMV portfolios, BAHC yields similar or better realized risk than the optimal eigen-
values filtering methods but for a much smaller t than its competitors, which gives
portfolios that are much more reactive to changing market conditions. It can be further
improved, as shown below.
This paper proposes to extend BAHC to account for the structure of the correlation
matrix that is not described by BAHC, i.e., the residuals. The rationale is that the
latter may also contain a structure that persists in the out-of-sample window, hence
that they should not be erased by the filtering method. The idea is to apply to filter
recursively the residuals and to average the filtered matrices of bootstrapped data.
The order of recursion, denoted by k, is a parameter of the method, which we
proposed to call k−BAHC. This new method is equivalent to BAHC when k = 1 by
convention. The higher k, the finer the details kept by k−BAHC, which, as shown
below, improves the out-of-sample GMV portfolios up to a point. When k tends to
infinity, the filtered correlation matrix converges to the unfiltered correlation matrix
averaged over many bootstrap copies. This matrix is almost surely positive definite
in the high-dimensional regime t < n, despite the fact that the empirical unfiltered
correlation matrix is not positive definite Bongiorno (2020).
As shown below, the optimal average k depends on the size of the in-sample window
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for a data set of US equities. It is generally an increasing function of the in-sample
window length tin: for small tin, most of the variations of the empirical correlation
matrices are due to estimation noise, which is best filtered by a small k; as tin increases,
the relative importance of estimation noise decreases and thus a higher k should be
preferred.
2. Methods
Let us start with some notations of standard quantities: let R be a n × t matrix of
price returns. Its n× n covariance matrix, denoted by Σ, has elements σij , where
σij =
1
t
t∑
h=1
(rih − r¯i) (rjh − r¯j) (1)
and where r¯i =
∑t
h=1 rih/t is the sample mean of vector ri. The Pearson correlation
matrix C has elements
cij =
σij√
σii σjj
(2)
As k−BAHC is an extension of BAHC, itself is a bootstrapped version of the strictly
hierarchical filtering method of Tumminello, Lillo, and Mantegna (2007a), let us start
with the hierarchical clustering.
2.1. Hierarchical Clustering
Hierarchical clustering agglomerates groups of objects recursively according to a dis-
tance matrix taken here as D = 1−C with elements dij ; D respects all the axioms of
a proper distance. Accordingly, the distance between clusters p and q, denoted by ρpq
is defined as the average distance between their elements
ρpq =
∑
i∈Cp
∑
j∈Cq dij
nq np
, (3)
where Cp and Cq denote the np, respectively nq elements of clusters p and q respectively.
Hierarchical agglomeration works as follows: one starts by giving each element its
own cluster. Then, the two clusters (p, q) with the smallest distance ρpq are merged
into a new cluster s which contains the elements Cs = Cp∪Cq. This algorithm is applied
until all nodes form a single unique cluster. This defines a tree, called a dendrogram,
which uniquely identifies the genealogy of cluster merges, denoted by G.
2.2. Hierarchical Clustering Average Linkage Filtering (HCAL)
Defining a merging tree is not enough to clean correlation matrices. Tumminello, Lillo,
and Mantegna (2007a) propose to average all the elements of the sub-correlation matrix
defined from the indices Fpq = {(i, j) : i ∈ Cp, j ∈ Cq}, i.e., to replace cij by
c<ij = c
<
ji = 1− ρpq where (p, q) ∈ G, (i, j) ∈ Fpq, (4)
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where ρpq is the average distance between clusters p and q (see Eq. (3)), with c
<
ii set
to 1. This defines the HCAL-cleaned correlation matrix C<, which corresponds to a
hierarchical factor model (Tumminello, Lillo, and Mantegna 2007a).
HCAL-filtered matrices have two interesting properties: by construction, C< is pos-
itive definite when the correlation matrix is dominated by a global mode, i.e., when the
average correlation is large, as in equity correlation matrices (Tumminello, Lillo, and
Mantegna 2007a). Secondly, C< is the simplest matrix that has the same dendrogram
as the empirical correlation matrix C; this means that by applying the HCAL to both
C and C<, the resulting dendrograms will be identical. This, however, is also one of
the main limitations of this approach as it prevents any overlap among clusters; in
addition, the dendrogram of C may not be the true one.
2.3. k−BAHC
The method we propose rests on two ingredients: a recursive HCAL filtering of the
residuals of filtered correlation matrices, and bootstrapping the return matrix (time-
wise) in order to make the method more flexible, as in the BAHC method.
2.3.1. k−HCAL Filtering
Let us define the filtered matrix of order k = 0 as C<(0) = 0. The residue matrix of
order k is then
E(k) = C−C<(k). (5)
When k = 0, E(0) = C; For any value of k ∈ N+, we can apply the filtering procedure
of sec. 2.2 to the residue matrix E(k) to obtain a filtered residue matrix E
<
(k). Then
the k + 1−HCAL filtered matrix is obtained with
C<(k+1) = C
<
(k) + E
<
(k). (6)
For example, k = 1 correspond to HCAL-filtered matrix. The recursive application of
Eqs.(5) and (6) allows us to compute the filtered matrix at any order k. It is worth
noticing that by iterating Eqs.(5) and (6)
lim
k→∞
C<(k) = C (7)
since the residue become smaller and smaller. It is important to point out that, C<(k) is
not in general a semi-positive definite matrix for k > 1, and in most cases, some small
negative eigenvalues have been observed in our numerical experiments. These eigen-
values, according to Eq.(7), shrink to non-negative values when k approach infinity.
For any order k > 1, we set the possibly negative eigenvalues to 0.
2.3.2. Bootstrap-based regularization
In the spirit of the BAHC method (Bongiorno and Challet 2020a), our recipe pre-
scribes to create a set of m bootstrap copies of the data matrix R, denoted by
{R(1), R(2), · · · ,R(m)}. A single bootstrap copy of the data matrix R(b) ∈ Rn×t is
defined entry-wise as r
(b)
ij = ris(b)j
, where s(b) is a vector of dimension t obtained with
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random sampling by replacement of the elements of the vector {1, 2, · · · , t}. The vector
s(b), b = 1, · · · ,m are sampled independently.
We compute the Pearson correlation matrix C(b) of each bootstrap R(b) of the data
matrix, from which we derive the k−HCAL-filtered matrix C(b)<(k) . Finally, the filtered
Pearson correlation matrix Ck-BAHC is defined as the average over the m filtered
bootstrap copies, i.e.,
Ck−BAHC =
m∑
b=1
C
(b)<
(k)
m
(8)
While C
(b)<
(k) is a semi-positive definite matrix, the average of these filtered rapidly
becomes positive-definite, as shown in Bongiorno (2020). This convergence is fast, and
it is guaranteed almost surely if m ≥ n, but in most of the cases is reached for m much
smaller then n.
Finally, k-BAHC filtered covariance is obtained from the sample univariate variance
according to
σk-BAHCij = c
k-BAHC
ij σiiσjj (9)
The main advantage of k−BAHC over k−HCAL is not to force Ck−BAHC to be
embedded in a purely recursive hierarchical structure.
3. Results
3.1. Data
We consider the daily close-to-close returns from 1999-01-04 to 2020-03-31 of US eq-
uities, adjusted for dividends, splits, and other corporate events. More precisely, the
data set consists of 1295 assets taken from the union of all the components of the
Russell 1000 from 2010-06 to 2020-03. The number of stocks with data varies over
time: it ranges from 497 in 1999-02-18 to 1172 in 2018-01-17.
3.2. Spectral Properties
One of the reasons why the original BAHC filtering achieves a similar or better real-
ized variance than its competitors that focus on filtering the eigenvalues of the cor-
relation matrix only, that the resulting eigenvectors have a larger overlap with the
out-of-sample eigenvectors than the unfiltered empirical eigenvectors while still filter-
ing eigenvalues nearly as well as the optimal methods (Bongiorno and Challet 2020a).
This sub-section is devoted to investigate how the eigenvector components change as k
is increased. It turnouts that the localization of eigenvectors is crucial in understanding
the role of k.
To understand why localization matters to portfolio optimization, it is worth recall-
ing that Global Minimum Portfolios correspond to the optimal weights
w∗ =
Σ−11
1Σ−11′
(10)
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Figure 1. Left plot: cumulative distribution of the Inverse Participation Ratio (IPR) computed on k−BACH
for different value of k, together with the sample covariance IPR and the IPR of shuffled returns (null). Right
plot: scatter plot of the IPRi versus eigenvalue λi. Both plots use data from the period [2016-04-12,2020-03-31]
which contains 588 assets.
that is a sum by rows (or columns) of the inverted covariance matrix, then normal-
ized to one. The inverted covariance matrix can be expressed in terms of spectral
decomposition of Σ as
Σ−1 =
n∑
i=1
1
λi
viv
′
i, (11)
where λi and vi are respectively the i−th eigenvalue and and its associated eigenvector
of Σ. This means that the composition of the eigenvectors related to the highest
eigenvalues is irrelevant and the portfolio allocation is dominated by the eigenvectors
of the smallest eigenvalues. Let us assume that the eigenvalue are ordered, i.e., that
λ1 > λ2 > · · · > λn. If the smallest eigenvalue is much smaller than all the others
ones, i.e., λn  λn−1, the largest part of investment will be on the j-stocks such that
|vnj |  0. Therefore, the localization of the non-zero elements of the eigenvectors is
crucial to understand the portfolio allocation.
The statistical characteristics of the eigenvectors localization is typically described
in term of Inverse Participation Ratio (IPR), defined as
IPRi =
1∑n
j=1 v
4
ij
(12)
where the index i refers the i-th eigenvalue. The smaller the value of IPRi, the more
localized its associated eigenvector, the most localized case corresponding to IPR= 1.
Figure 1(a) reports the cumulative distribution function of IPR of the eigenvectors
for different recursion orders k. The dependence on k is obvious: 1−BACH has the most
localized eigenvectors and the larger the value of k, the less localized the components of
the eigenvectors. In the limit k →∞, one recovers the empirical, unfiltered, covariance
matrix. In addition, the IPR of the latter two are hardly different from the random
matrix null expectation obtained by shuffling price returns asset by asset in the data
matrix.
Figure 1(b) gives more details about the IPRs associated with the eigenvalues. It
makes it obvious that IPRs are different for small eigenvalues, while no clear pattern
emerges for the outliers λi & 10−3. Since the lowest eigenvalues are the ones that
affect mainly GVM portfolio optimization, a filtering procedure that modifies the IPR
of such eigenvalues will produce a substantial difference in the portfolio allocation.
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3.3. Global Minimum Variance portfolios
This part explores how the realized risk of GMV portfolios depends on the recursion
order k and compares it with the performance obtained from sample covariance and the
Cross-Validated (CV) eigenvalue shrinkage (Bartz 2016), which is a strong contender
for the best realized risk (Bongiorno and Challet 2020a). Two types of tests are carried
out: because our data covers many different market regimes and a variable number
of assets, we first ask what is the average realized risk of each covariance cleaning
method for a random collection of assets in a randomly chosen period of fixed length.
This allows us to assess the performance of each cleaning scheme in a fair way and to
control the effect of the calibration window length. In the second part, we compare the
performance of these optimal portfolios with all available stocks at any given time.
3.3.1. Random assets, random periods
The experiments of this part are carried out in the following way: for each calibration
window length ∆tin ∈ [20, 2000] we randomly choose a time t between 2000-01-03 and
2020-03-30 that defines a calibration widow [t−∆tin, t[, and a test window [t, t+∆tout[
with ∆tout = 21 days. We then sample n = 100 stocks over the available assets
within the calibration and test windows. Finally, we compute the GMV portfolios with
and without short positions using k−BAHC, the state-of-art Cross-Validated (CV)
eigenvalue shrinkage (Bartz 2016) and the unfiltered empirical covariance matrix.
Figure 2 shows the realized risk of GMV portfolios obtained with the chosen filtering
schemes and with the empirical (sample) covariance matrix. The k−BACH estimators
outperform both CV and the sample covariance estimators for ∆tin < 300 in the
long-short case and for every ∆tin for the long-only case (Figures 2(a) and 2(c)). The
highest performance of CV is obtained for ∆tin ≈ 350; however, the highest absolute
minimum is obtained for k−BAHC with ∆tin ≈ 200, which requires much shorter
calibration times and thus yields more reactive portfolios.
What values to take for k (and for this data set) depends on ∆tin. In the high-
dimensional regime (q > 1), i.e. for ∆tin < 90, the best results are obtained is for
k = 1; however, when ∆tin increases the performance of k = 1 becomes even worse
than the sample covariance. From this analysis is clear that the larger the calibration
window size, the larger the approximation order k must be. Figures 2(b) and 2(d) show
the average optimal k∗ that minimizes the realized risk as a function of ∆tin for the
long-short and long-only case. They confirm that a longer calibration window requires
a higher approximation order both for the long-short and long-only cases; however,
whereas for the long-short the increment seems linear with ∆tin, this dependence for
the long-only case is sub-linear (and much noisier). It is worth remarking that the fits
of the right plots of Figure 2 are obtained with k ≤ 20: larger values of k might further
improve the performance for larger ∆tin; however, they would require a comparatively
greater computational effort.
3.3.2. Full-universe, full period backtest
In this section we performed a set of portfolio optimizations with monthly computa-
tions of new portolio weights (and relabancing) over the full time-period [2000-01-02,
2020-03-31] for all the considered covariance estimators and equally weighted portfolios
(EQ hence after), and for different in-sample window lengths. The backtests include
transaction costs set to 2 bps. A slight complication comes from the variable number
of available assets. Thus, as any time, q = n/t varies and generally increases with time
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Figure 2. Left plots: annualized realized risk for different covariance estimators computed over calibration
windows of length ∆tin; each point is the median of 10,000 simulations; testing period of 21 days. Legend
numbers refer to the approximation order used in k−BAHC. Right plots: average optimal approximation order
k for different calibration windows; the error bars represent the standard deviation obtained by bootstrap
re-sampling of the test-period performance; the continuous black line comes from a linear regression. Upper
plots correspond to the long-short portfolio, while the lower plots impose a long-only constraint.
at fixed calibration window length. In any case, it is worth keeping in mind that n is
relatively large, i.e., between 497 and 1172.
In particular, at each rebalancing time-step we considered all the available stocks
listed in both the in-sample and out-of-sample periods. The present work in-
vestigates in detail short calibration windows: we chose a sequence of ∆tin ∈
[21, 252] days by steps of 21 days, i.e., about 1, 2, · · · , 12 months. In addition,
for sake of completeness we also included longer calibration windows ∆tin =
300, 350, 400, 500, 750, 1000, 1500, 2000. For each method and calibration window, we
computed the realized annualized volatility, the realized annualized return, the Sharpe
ratio, the gross-leverage, the concentration of the portfolio, and the average turnover.
Figure 3 shows the behavior of equally weighted portfolios and GMV portfolios
obtained by 11−BAHC, the globally best value for the data set that we used. As
expected, GMV reduce the realized risk with respect to EW portfolios, and cleaning
the covariance matrix is clearly beneficial as well.
Let us start with realized risk, the focus of this paper. The realized risk of EQ
portfolios is much larger than that resulting from the other methods, which is hardly
surprising as the latter account for the covariance matrix (Tables 2 and 3); k−BACH
achieves the smallest realized risk, and the best value for k increases as ∆tin increases.
Although GMV does not guarantees a positive return, we also report the Sharpe
ratios of the various filtering methods. Because computing Sharpe ratios with moments
is not efficient for heavy-tailed variables, we use the efficient and unbiased moment-
free SR estimator introduced in Challet (2017) and implemented in Challet (2020).
Sharpe ratios paint a picture similar to realized risk (see Tables 4 and 5): k−BAHC
outperforms all the other methods for medium to large values of k for almost every ∆tin
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Figure 3. Cumulative performances obtained with 21 days between weights updates and rebalancing for
different methods. Both plots were obtained with a calibration window of 105 days (5 months). The upper plot
refers to long-short portfolios, the lower one to long-only portfolios
both in the long-only and long-short cases, especially when the calibration window is
smaller than a year, which corresponds to q = n/t ∈ [2, 4.5], i.e., quite deep in the
high-dimensional regime. In particular, in the long-short case, the highest SR equals
1.25 for k = 7, 11, 18 in the remarkably short calibration window ∆tin = 105 days
(about 5 months), and is significantly higher than the best performance of CV (SR=
1.18) obtained for a much higher calibration window ∆tin = 400. This shows that
reactive portfolio optimization is invaluable. In the long-only case, the improvement
of k−BAHC is smaller: the best SR (1.13) is that of 18−BAHC, whereas the highest
SR of CV is 1.07.
However, as shown from the cumulative performances in Figure 3, the relative per-
formance changes over time. To overcome this limitation, we evaluated the SR every
year, and we performed a dense ranking of all the methods after having rounded the
related SRs to the second decimal (to ensure some equal ranks). Finally we associated
a score 〈rank〉 to every method defined as the average dense rank over the years. The
results for the long-short and long-only cases are summarized in Table 1. It is worth
noting that different medium to large values of k of k−BACH outperform all the other
methods, and in particular the optimal performances are achieved with a calibration
window length shorter than for CV by a factor of about four.
We checked that the portfolios obtained with k−BAHC are more concentrated than
the other ones, which is consistent with the fact that the IPR of the relevant eigen-
vectors is smaller. The concentration of a portfolio can be measured with
neff =
1∑n
i=1w
2
i
(13)
as proposed in Bouchaud and Potters (2003); However, as noticed in Pantaleo et al.
(2011), this quantity does not have a clear interpretation when short selling is al-
lowed. To overcome this issue, Pantaleo et al. (2011) introduced the n90 metrics which
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Table 1. Average rank of Sharpe ratios computed year by year, denoted by 〈rank〉, of
the various methods for different in-sample window sizes ∆tin. The left table refers to
long-short portfolios, and the right table to long-only portfolios.
Long-short
rank 〈 rank 〉 Method ∆tin
1 39.00 11−BAHC 105
2 39.48 30−BAHC 84
3 39.76 18−BAHC 63
4 40.10 18−BAHC 105
5 40.14 11−BAHC 84
6 40.57 30−BAHC 63
7 41.00 18−BAHC 84
8 41.38 11−BAHC 63
9 42.14 7−BAHC 84
10 42.57 30−BAHC 105
· · · · · · · · · · · ·
31 47.62 CV 400
143 65.24 Sample 1500
192 81.57 EQ -
Long-only
rank 〈 rank 〉 Method ∆tin
1 36.57 11−BAHC 63
2 38.43 30−BAHC 63
3 39.62 7−BAHC 63
4 40.90 18−BAHC 63
5 42.29 30−BAHC 84
6 42.67 11−BAHC 126
7 42.86 4−BAHC 63
8 43.57 4−BAHC 126
9 43.95 3−BAHC 63
10 44.19 11−BAHC 105
· · · · · · · · · · · ·
20 46.76 CV 126
29 48.52 Sample 400
168 73.86 EQ -
measures the smallest number of stocks that amount for at least 90% of the invested
capital. Accordingly, we used n90 is for the long-short case and neff for the long-only
one. Looking at Tables 6 and 7, the number of stocks selected is systematically smaller
for every k and calibration window for k−BAHC for both long-only and long-short
portfolios.
That said, k−BAHC has two drawbacks. First, the gross leverage is generally larger
than for CV in the long-short case (see Table 8). However, if we compare the values of
gross leverage corresponding to the larger SR for CV and k−BAHC for ∆tin within
one year, they differ only by 0.52 (2.47 for CV and 3.00 for k−BAHC). On the other
hand, without constraining the calibration window, the highest SR for CV is achieved
for ∆tin = 400 and the gross leverage reaches 3.31, which is larger than for other
methods.
The other drawback of k−BAHC is that it requires a larger turnover for long-short
portfolios. A natural turnover metrics, denoted by γ, was defined in Reigneron et al.
(2020) as
γ =
1
τ
τ−1∑
h=0
n∑
i=1
|wi(t0 + h∆tout)− wi(t0 + (h+ 1)∆tout)| , (14)
where τ is the number of rebalancing operations and t0 is the initial time. γ measures
the average changes in the portfolio allocation between two consecutive portfolio allo-
cations. Table 9 shows that k−BAHC has a γ typically twice as large as CV, except
for k = 1 for large ∆tin for long-short portfolios. For the long-only case (Table 10)
CV still outperforms k−BAHC in that respect, although not by much.All performance
measures take into account into account the rebalancing costs. Note that the larger
turnover comes from the fact that portfolios are more concentrated, i.e., select fewer
assets. It is therefore more likely that the set of selected changes at every weight
updates.
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4. Discussion
By combining recursive hierarchical clustering average linkage and bootstrapping of
the data matrix yields a globally better way to filtering asset price covariance ma-
trices. We have shown that this method filters the eigenvectors associated with small
eigenvalues of the covariance matrix by making them more concentrated, which in turn
yields portfolios with fewer assets. Because k− BACH captures more of the persistent
structure of covariance matrices with shorter calibration windows, it leads to better re-
alized variance of Global Minimum Variance portfolios than even the best method that
optimally filters the eigenvalues of the correlation matrix. Finally, it is able to achieve
its best performance for significantly smaller calibration window lengths, which makes
k−BAHC portfolios more reactive to changing market conditions. The main drawback
is that it requires a larger turnover.
This is due, in part, to the fact that resulting portfolios are more concentrated, hence
that the fraction of capital in which to invest change more rapidly than less specific
methods. Whether this reflects a genuine change of market structure or a by-product
of the specific assumptions of k−BACH is an interesting open question.
Future work will investigate how k−BAHC may improve other kinds of portfolio
optimization schemes and other financial applications of covariance matrices.
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